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Abstract
We performed neutronics calculations for the Soreq Research Reactor, IRR-1. The calculations

were done for the purpose of upgrading and benchmarking our codes and methods. The codes used
were mainly WMS-D/4 for cell calculations and the three dimensional diffusion code CITATION for
full core calculations.

The experimental flux was obtained by gold wire activation methods and compared with our
calculated flux profile.

The RR I is loaded with highly enriched uranium fuel assemblies, of the plate type. In the
frarnework of preparation for conversion to low enrichment fuel, additional calculations were done
assun-fing the presence of LEU fresh fuel. In these preliminary calculations we investigated the effect on
the criticality and flux distributions of the increase of U-238 loading, and the corresponding uranium
density.

Introduction
The Israel Research Reactor No. I (IRR-1) is a MW swimming pool type reactor. It is
fuelled by MTR-type assemblies containing 93 % enriched uranium in flat plates. The
standard assemblies have 23 fuel plates with a nominal weight of 282 g U-235 per assembly.
The control assemblies have 17 fuel plates and a fork type control blade with In-Cd-Ag.

The purpose of the present work is threefold:
1) To upgrade our calculation methods, by developing an alternative to the neutronics code,

GIL - which w use for engineering calculations (uranium-235 inventory and core
optimization analyses).

2) To benchmark our WIMS / CITATION - based code system against experimental
measurements in the reactor.

3) To do some initial HEU to LEU studies using the latter codes, in the framework of
preparation for conversion to low enrichment fuel.
We did an initial benchmark calculation with our three dimensional code system. On one

of recent core arrays, measurements were done of the axial total flux profile in the flux trap,
together with cadmium ratio measurements.These measurements were done expressly for the
present berichniarking effort.

Most of the neutronics calculations done previously for the IRR I core were based on the
LEOPARD - SCAR code system. The cell code LEOPARD [I] produces bumup dependent
two group cross sections, which it fits with fifth order polynomials as function of burnup and,
optionally, boron concentration to simulate control rods. The core calculations were done
using the two dimensional two group diffusion code SCAR 2]. The code GIL 31, which was
tailored specifically to the IRR-1, includes the code SCAR as a subroutine. It uses a library of
bumup dependent cross section polynomials pre-prepared with LEOPARD. In the present
calculations we use the more sophisticated multigroup transport cell code WIMS-13/4 41 for



generating burnup dependent group cross sections. For the core calculation, we use the three
dimensional finite difference diffusion code CITATION [5].

In the next section we describe the measurements done on a present core. Then, the cell
and core HEU calculations are discussed. The LEU related calculations are treated next.
Finally, the conclusions are given.

Loading pattern and flux measurements
In Fig. I we show the core loading pattern for the core on which the flux measurements were
done (the present core). The fuel elements are labelled with their U-235 weight. 'Me 4
control elements are marked. Measurements were done at the flux trap.

The total flux was obtained by gold wire activation.We used an Al - Au wire (from
Reactor Experiments Co.) containing 0. 1 124 % Au. The wire, 67 cm long, was introduced
into an aluminum rod which was put in the middle of the flux trap. The gold wire was
irradiated for 30 minutes at a power level of 100 kW (no xenon buildup). After irradiation,
the wire was cut into 25 pieces, which were weighted on an analytic balance. Activation
measurements of the wire fragments were done in a high purity germanium counter; the
412 keV gamma line following Au 198 decay was measured. The activation calculation and
the counter eiciency calculation was done using a code developed here, which takes into
account the distance of the sample from the counter, A gold core activation cross section of
98.8 b was assumed in the flux calculation. The Au 198 half life is 64.8 hr. The results were
normalized to W-

The cadmium ratio was obtained by irradiating two pieces of gold wire, one covered
with Cd and one uncovered, in 3 axial positions along the flux trap. The average cadmium
ratio obtained is 260.
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Figure I Core loading pattern, present core

HEU calculations

A short description of the main computer codes we use, follows.
The Winfrith Improved Multigroup Scheme (WIMS) is a general code for reactor lattice

cell calculation on a wide range of reactor systems. 'Me code will accept rod or plate fuel
geometries in either regular arrays or in clusters; the energy group structure has been chosen
for both thermal and fast reactor calculations. The basic library has been compiled with 14



fast groups, 13 resonance groups and 42 therinal groups, but the user is offered the choice of
accurate solutions in many groups or rapid calculations in few groups. The code version we
use is WIMS-13/4 (package ID: NEA 0329/19) received from the NEA Data Bank.

We use a modified version of WMSCORE 161 for processing the WIMS-D/4 binary
output files and producing microscopic group cross sections and homogenized number
densities in CITATION input format.

The CITATION code is designed to solve problems involving the finite-difference
representation of diffusion theory treating up to three space dimensions with arbitrary group-
to-group scattering. X-Y-Z, R-Z, hexagonal-Z and trigonal-Z geometries can be treated.
Depletion problems may be solved and fuel managed for multi-cycle analysis. Explicit, finite-
difference approximations in space and time have been implemented in the code.

The CORSYS code 7] is a program which runs the cell code WIMS, the core diffusion
code CITATION and other auxiliary codes in a coordinated fashion for perforining core
depletion calculations. As such, CORSYS serves the ftinction of a code manager.

With the code WIMS, we prepared a burmip dependent microscopic group cross section
library for the standard and control assemblies (up to about 80 % burnup). Group cross
sections were also prepared for graphite, water and the fast neutron irradiation assembly
(aluminum cadmium). We use a two group representation, with the thermal cutoff at 0625
eV. We pick up the appropriate sets from the cross section library file according to the U-235
bumup. A justification of tis method follows from the fact that for a factor of 3 decrease in
the U-235 number density over the whole range of interest (up to 80 % burnup), there is a
change of at most 14 % in the microscopic group fission cross section. This means that the
change in the macroscopic fission cross section due to burnup, is mostly due to the change in
number density. If the microscopic cross sections are so insensitive to burnup, it is
appropriate to generate a cross section library once and for all, and to interpolate in it.

A two dimensional evaluation of the assembly volume fractions was done. In WIMS the
assembly (or, more precisely, 12 assembly) is defined in one dimension. Therefore, in the
WIMS input we adjusted the external aluminum plate and water gap so as to fit the calculated
two dimensional volume fractions.

The core calculations were done with the diffusion code CITATION. The core loading
pattern is shown in Fig. 1. Each assembly was covered by a mesh of of 5x5 intervals in the
horizontal plane and 21 intervals in the vertical direction (water fuel /water).

The loading distribution in Fig. I was based on 2 dimensional calculations following the
irradiation history. Since no information is available on the axial loading distribution, we
assumed a truncated cosine axial burnup distribution. Based on this assumption, we divided
the core into 3 approximately equal axial regions. Because of symmetry, we then have 2
different axial U-235 number densities: lower in the center and higher in the periphery.

'Me calculated effective multiplication factor, all control rods out, is 102903.
In Table I and Fig. 2 we compare the calculated and experimental axial total fluxes at the

flux trap for a power of MW and no xenon buildup. The discrepancy between the two sets
of values (given as the calculated to experimental ratio) is 1. 18 at the center, which is
considered reasonable for a gold wire activation method. The total flux to epithermal flux
ratio, as given by the cadmium ratio, has a smaller discrepancy: C/E = 104 (see Table ).

Description of quantity Experimental-1--Calculated I C/E
Total flux (neutrons/cm 2_sec) 2.37x 1014 2.80x 1014 1.18

Total to epithermal flux ratio 2.60 2.71 1.04

Table I Comparison with experiment at the flux trap axial center



The vertical bars in Fig. 2 indicate the lower and upper limits of the fuel zone. The
experimental curve should actually be a histogram, representing the 25 wire fragments
measurements mentioned above. The experimental total flux is depressed on the top side due
to the effect of the two control rods nearby (control rods are not modelled in our calculation).
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Figure 2 Total flux, axial profile in center of flux trap (bottom to top)

LEU calculations

The Research Reactor Core Conversion Guidebook [8] discusses various conversion criteria:

a) The cycle length matching criterion - based on matching the fuel cycle lengths of the LEU
and HEU cores at the end of their equilibrium cycles

b) The beginning of cycle criterion - assumes that the excess reactivities of the LEU and
HEU cores were matched at the beginning of the equilibrium cycle

c) 'Me fuel availability criterion - based on data provided by fuel fabricators on the fuel that
is expected to become available in the near term and in the long term.

d) The excess reactivities of the LEU and HEU cores were matched for full core loadings of
fresh fuel.

The cycle length matching criterion (a) is the one preferred in the Guidebook. In our case,
both (a) and (b) do not apply, since our reactor does not operate on an equilibrium cycle.
Criterion (c) is likewise of no interest to us at this stage, except as a guideline for the future.
The only valid criterion for this initial calculation is (d).

In Table 2 we summarize the main steps in the excess reactivity matching criterion
calculation. The core is the same present core array described in the previous section, but
with fresh fuel. We first change the enrichment from 93 to 20 while holding the U-235
loading constant and we do a core calculation using CITATION. The increase in U-238
absorptions requires an increase in U-235 loading, while holding the enrichment constant. It
must be remarked that the fuel k- remains lower than its HEU value, which points to a



decrease in nutron leakage in the LEU core (the core calculations show a total leakage
decrease of 3 %).

'Mc resulting uranium density, 36 g U/CM3 (for 0.51 mm fuel meat thickness), is too high
for Al,,-AI fticl, which is qualified up to 23 g U/cm' only; and for uranium oxide, qualified
to 32 g U/CM3 [9]. Therefore a conversion would entai.1 changing to a different fuel type,
possibly a silicide alloy. Furthermore, analyses in similar reactors point to a required density
higher than 4 g U/CM3.

Enrichment (%) 93 20 20
U-235 weight per plate 12.261 12.261 13.56

(g)
U-238 weight per plate 0.923 49.044 54.240

(g) I
U weight in core (g) 6,961 32,369 35,798
U density (g / CM3) 0.70 3.25 3.60

k_ [WIMS] 1.669 1.622 1.644

L k'ff [CITATION] 1 1.1812 1 1.160 1 1.1813 1

Table 2 Fresh fuel core data in excess reactivity matching criterion

In Fig. 3 we present a core map which shows the change in the average fluxes (in the
form of ratios) when switching from HEU to LEU fresh ftiel. The fluxes in question are
averages over the cntral axial region see HEU calculations). The results show that the fast
flux is practically unchanged in the conversion, while the thermal flux is decreased by up to
9 in the periphery. The thermal flux at the flux trap decreases by only 2 .

In Fig. 4 we display the infinite multiplication factors as function of the U-235 burnup as
calculated with the cell code WIMS for both HEU and LEU fuels. Both sets of curves have
similar behaviour: for fresh fuel, the difference in reactivity Ap = p(LEU - p(HEU is

-0.009 for standard fuel and -0.005 for control fuel assemblies; while at 75 % burnup, the
reactivity difference changes sign: 0.025 for standard fuel and 0.046 for control fuel
assemblies.
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Figure 3 Map of thermal and fast average flux ratios (LEU HEU) in central axial
core region
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Figure 4 k_ as a function of burnup



Conclusions
We did a 3-D calculation of a recent IRR I core using the WIMS and CITATION codes, our

CORSYS code system and some auxiliary codes. Our purpose is: to upgrade the calculational
methods; to benchmark the code system against experimental measurements in our reactor;
and to do initial studies for HEU to LEU fuel conversion.

Some experiments were done lately for the purpose of maximizing the thermal flux in the
flux trap. On one of these core arrays, measurements were done of the axial total flux profile
in the flux trap, together with cadmium ratio measurements.

With the code WIMS, we prepared a burnup dependent microscopic group cross section
library for the standard and control assemblies Reflector microscopic group cross sections
were prepared also. Since the microscopic cross sections are insensitive to burnup we
generate a burnup dependent cross section library and interpolate in it. The discrepancy
between the two sets of values of the total flux and of the cadmium ratio is acceptable, due
to the accuracy of the gold activation method.

The conversion criterion used is the matching of the excess reactivities of the LEU and
HEU cores for full core loadings of fresh fuel (with the same core array geometry as
previously). In this calculation we change the enrichment from 93 to 20 % The increase
in U-238 absorptions requires an increase in U-235 loading, while holding the enrichment
constant. The fuel k- remains lower than its HEU value, which indicates a decrease in
neutron leakage in the LEU core. The resulting uranium density, 36 g U/CM3 for 0.5 mm
fuel meat thickness, is too high for the UAI,-Al fuel. Therefore, a conversion would entail
changing to a different fuel type, possibly a silicide alloy.

'Me results show that the fast flux is practically unchanged in the conversion, while the
therinal flux is decreased by up to 9 in the periphery. The then-nal flux at the flux trap
decreases by only 2 .

The HEU and LEU curves for the infinite multiplication factor as a function of burnup
are very close for the whole burnup range, indicating that the cycle length behaviour should
be fairly similar. This should be further investigated with actual burnup calculations.
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